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Architects in
the Laboratory
Man-made crystals called superlattices may lead
to a new breed of electronic devices

Physicist I van Schuller designs structures and
is, in a way, an architect. But in place of steel
and concrete, he uses atoms. And instead of
skyscrapers, he creates crystalline structures
that rise to such dizzying heights as 100 mil
lionths of an inch. In his way, Schuller is giv
ing' nature a bitof competition.
Nature's talent for atomic design is appar
ent in the precise cubic shape of a grain of
salt or the delicate filigree of a snowflake.
These forms are outward expressions of
atomic structure-clear evidence that the
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atoms within are arranged in regular three
dimensional geomet.-ic patterns, called lat
tices. Schuller, who works at the Argonne Na
tional Laboratory in Illinois, and other atomic
architects are interweaving two different sub
stances-one atom-thick layer at a time-to
produce materials that have never before ex
isted. Because these man-made crystals are
more complex than the usual crystalline
structures found in nature, they have been
given an appropriate name: superlattices.
The new superlattice technology is imporDISCOVER / APRIL 1981
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producing a metal superlattice.
Inset shows its layers of atoms

tant because it gives scientists a way to tailor
make materials for specific electl'onic, mag
netic, and optical properties. Says a BeD
Laboratories spokesman, " In a way, super
lattices are to physics what I'ecombinant DNA,
01' gene splicing, is to biology."
Several "atom splicing" techniques are
used in building superlattices, In one, the
materials to be layered are heated in sep
arate ovens within a vacuum chambel' unti'l
their atoms begin to boil off. A computer
controlled shutter then opens and closes at
pl'ecisely timed intervals, I'eleasing the prop
er quantity of atoms, first of one material
then the other, from each furnace. Like
droplets from a spray-paint can, these atoms
strike and adhere to a base plate, fOl'ming
alternate layers.
One of Schuller's recipes calls for alter
nating foul' layers of copper atoms with four
of niobium (a metal used in making stainless
steel) until there are about a thousand layers
in all. They form what looks like a thin piece
of metallic foil. "What happens is so surpris
ing," says Schuller, "Copper and niobium look
as if they wouldn't fit together, because of
their different atomic structures. But they do
fit." Besides copper and niobium, Schuller and
his colleague Charles Falco are working on a
dozen other combinations, By trial and errol',
they have learned that nickel and copper, for
example, layer nicely, lead and silver do not.
Metals are not the only raw material fOl'
superlattices . At IBM and Bell Labs, where
most of the pioneering work has been done,
scientists are stacking semiconductors-sub
stances that are somewhere between a con
ductor and an insulator in electri ca l cond uc
tivity, Theil' goal: to uncover the physical laws
that govern these man-made crystals, What
ever the materials used, researchers are find
ing that a superlattiee is totally different from
eithel' of its two constituents. The copper
niobium superlattice, for example, is like nei
ther copper nor niobium. It is an entir ely new
substance, This comes as no surprise to one
superlattice pioneer; IBM's Leo Esaki, a 1973
Nobel laureate in physics," suggested a dec
ade ago that the phenomenon would occur.
Bell Labs has demonstrated the promise
of supel'lattices by building one (made of gal
lium arsenide and aluminum arsenide) for use
as a laser only a quarter of a millimeter
long. "This was a modification of a laser
used in light-wave communications," says
Morton Panish, head of the material science
"Por his discovery of elec/mn tu.nneling, a phenom
enon thllt occurs in semiconductors heavily "doped"
un:th impu1"ities
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research department. "We already see some
advantages." Even so, he admits, "the prac
tical use of superlattices is still far in the
futllre. "
But the potential for fashioning atomic
structures to order seems endless. Schuller
envisions metal sLlpel'!attices made into tiny
but powerful magnets for use in computer
memories 01' in miniature motors for med
ical devices, such as implantable pumps and
valves. They could even be embedded in the
mouth to keep false teeth from slipping. Semi
conductor slIperlattices cou ld be formed into
compu ter components that transmit signals
faster than conventional parts and use less
energy.
Even in its infancy, superlattice research
has produced the unexpected. Leroy Chang,

an IBM physicist, and four colleagues altel'
nated atoms-thick layers of two semiconduc
tors and produced a superlattice that was
more metallic-in othel' words, a far better
conductor of electricity-than either of its
constituents. "A rather remarkable transfor
mation, " says Chang, who is enthusiastic
about the possibilities of the new process.
"The physics is truly beautiful."
Until now only a handful of labs have been
pl'oducing superlattices, because the neces
sary vacuum chambers and ovens are so dif
ficult to build; also, it takes many hours to
create one tiny sample. But commercially pro
duced equipment is coming onto the market,
and this will make it possible for several uni
versities to enter the field. Pl'edicts Schullel':
"In foul' 01' five years, this will be the field in
material science."

Physicists Leroy Chang and
Leo Esaki make superlattices
from semiconductor materials
in their IBM laboratory

-Marcia Bartusiak
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